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Type: Tool

**Proper Citation**

Hagedorn Research Institute; Gentofte; Denmark (RRID:SCR_011262)

**Resource Information**

**URL:** http://www.novonordisk.com/careers/hagedorn/

**Proper Citation:** Hagedorn Research Institute; Gentofte; Denmark (RRID:SCR_011262)

**Description:** A diabetes research facility that focuses its research efforts on early applied research. This approach will be based on translational biology-based innovations in five main specialty areas: * Insulin & Incretins * Beta-cell Reconstitution * Stem-cell Therapy * Diabetes Inflammation * diabetes genetics The expanded research focus will aim to identify new biology-based targets for potential drugs to supply Novo Nordisk"s pipeline within the key areas of diabetes pathogenesis, treatment and cure. The discovery primarily takes place through in vitro assays with proteins and peptides. They serve as an early applied research center for Novo Nordisk"s Diabetes Research Unit (DRU) and as a strategic hub for DRU"s early discovery research.

**Abbreviations:** HRI

**Synonyms:** Hagedorn Research Institute

**Resource Type:** institution

**Resource Name:** Hagedorn Research Institute; Gentofte; Denmark

**Resource ID:** SCR_011262

**Alternate IDs:** nlx_158447

**Ratings and Alerts**

No rating or validation information has been found for Hagedorn Research Institute;
Gentofte; Denmark.

No alerts have been found for Hagedorn Research Institute; Gentofte; Denmark.

---

**Data and Source Information**

**Source:** SciCrunch Registry

---

**Usage and Citation Metrics**

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.